as the first country in the world to explicitly prohibit discrimination based on sexual orientation in its constitution (Cock, 2003) , a base upon which South Africa has built one of the world's most expansive legal frameworks for LGBTI issues (Berger, 2008; Stacey and Meadow, 2009 ).
This framework includes the Civil Union Act 3 of 2006, which extended state marital recognition to same-sex couples following a successful court challenge grounded in this constitutional protection (Judge et al., 2008) . Simplistic narratives of South African homophobia ignore these vanguard legal reforms. Even more perniciously, they ignore the remarkable acts of struggle, both public and private, of LGBTI South Africans themselves.
In this article I push against such reductive narratives by placing contemporary struggles over same-sex relationships in black 4 South African communities in the context of much longer, ongoing struggles over African marriage and kinship from colonialism through apartheid and into the post-apartheid era. These struggles have been waged on overlapping scales from the intimate to the international and across variously configured fault lines of coloniality, race, class, religion, generation, gender, and more. Amid this complexity, one core tension recurs again and again, counterposing longstanding understandings of African marriage as a union of two extended families against newer understandings focused primarily on the dyadic relationship between the two spouses.
In very broad terms, these latter, more dyadic understandings have become more influential over time, and I argue this growing influence forms a crucial precondition, alongside the law reforms mentioned above, for the post-apartheid spread of same-sex marriage claims by black South Africans. More specifically, dyadic understandings of marriage have drawn on and circulated ideals of romantic love that emphasize affection, intimate communication, and emotional support between romantic partners or spouses, as opposed to the themes of material exchange and support emphasized by extended-family understandings. Dyadic understandings of marriage in general and romantic love ideologies in particular inspire many lesbian-and gayidentified black South Africans' interest in same-sex marriage, and they are a crucial resource in gaining recognition for such marriages from their families of origin and their broader communities.
At the same time, the reach of dyadic understandings of African marriage remains both uneven and contested, as does the more specific idealization of romantic love as a basis for marriage. This ongoing contestation reflects a highly charged cultural politics around the content and role of African 'tradition' in post-apartheid South African democracy, as well as the dire realities of epidemic unemployment and poverty that saddle the pursuit of 'pure' affection and intimacy with the sheer material imperatives of survival. The tension between extended-family and dyadic understandings of marriage thus remains fraught even for heterosexual Africans, whose pursuit of marriage is also marked by struggle with natal elders and by anxious efforts to balance emotional intimacy with material security (Hunter, 2010; Author, forthcoming) .
Struggles of lesbian and gay South Africans share much in common with these broader struggles, even as they are lashed with their own distinctive vulnerabilities to homophobic prejudice and violence. By examining these similarities, this article complicates simplistic stereotypes of 'African homophobia,' tracing a more nuanced picture capable of accounting not only for contemporary opposition to same-sex marriage claims but also for these claims' widespread existence and, in many cases, acceptance.
My arguments draw primarily on semi-structured, in-depth interviews I conducted with 21 South African adults living in the Johannesburg and Cape Town metropolitan areas who identify both as lesbian or gay, and as black and/or African. These interviews form approximately half of a racially diverse sample of LGBT-identified 5 South Africans I interviewed about their most important relationships (see Carsten, 2000; Schneider, 1968; Weston, 1991) , in order to understand whether and how their understandings of marriage and kinship have been shaped by the recent same-sex marriage law. This is part of a broader project comparing LGBT South Africans to the (overlapping) group of South Africans who follow some system of African customary law, whose own marriages also became fully legalized in 2001.
This latter half of the larger project informs my account of the broader African marriage struggles within which I argue same-sex marriage struggles should be contextualized.
I conducted most of the LGBT interviews in 2010, with some follow-up interviews in 2015, recruiting participants through LGBTI-focused NGOs, churches, and social events; through networks of my own friends; and through snowball referrals. My interview data is further supported by participant observation in various LGBTI-related events and settings, including political protests, pride marches, memorial services, discussion groups, nightclubs, and social gatherings. All research protocols were approved by my institutions' ethics review boards.
My research included participants of varying relationship status in order to explore discourses around marriage from a range of social positions vis-à-vis marriage. Anyone over the age of 18 was eligible to be interviewed, provided they used at least one of the LGBTI terms to describe themselves in at least some contexts. While the LGBTI rubric has arguably become the dominant vocabulary for narrating same-sex and gender-nonconforming behavior in South Africa (de Vos, 2001; Reid, 2013) , it is important to emphasize that it excludes many people who experience same-sex desires or non-normative gender identifications (Matebeni, 2014b; Matebeni and Msibi, 2015; Reddy, 2005; Reid, 2013) . Moreover, LGBTI terms carry different meanings in different historical periods and social contexts, a fact that is key to my argument below (Gevisser, 2011; Matebeni, 2011; Smuts, 2011) . Of the black/African participants on whom I focus in this article, all identified to me specifically as lesbian or gay, and as will be seen their understandings of these terms often reflected multiple resonances drawn from different histories.
My aim for this project is not to identify the precise distribution of particular attitudes about marriage in the various populations I study, but instead to trace some of the discourses through which marriage is understood in my participants' communities. To interpret these discourses and their uses, it is necessary to situate them in their historical and social contexts, so I begin in the next section with a brief summary of the longer history of struggle over African marriage in the lands now known as South Africa.
Struggles Over African Marriage: Extended-Family versus Dyadic Understandings
African marriage has long been a site of struggle in southern Africa. 6 These struggles have been multilayered and dynamic, involving both external interventions into African communities and internal struggles among Africans themselves. Within these complex dynamics, the core recurring theme has concerned the relative priority of more extended-family understandings of African marriage and, by extension, African kinship, versus more dyadic understandings focused on the two spouses and their nuclear family. This tension between extended-family and dyadic understandings of marriage, seen in many societies, carries particular implications in South Africa rooted in the specific cultural, political, and economic dynamics of colonial, apartheid, and now post-apartheid rule.
Across ethnic and regional differences, African kinship systems in southern Africa have long shared certain key features. In particular, they have shared a strong emphasis on extended family lines. For example, the word typically translated as 'family' in isiZulu and other Nguni languages, umndeni, usually refers to the patrilineage rather than to the nuclear household.
Historically, kinship was not just patrilineal but also patriarchal, with senior men typically enjoying significant authority over women and junior males. This extended to marriage, which only men could initiate (Hunter, 2009) . Originally the groom's father played the critical role, but over time political economic transformations summarized below enabled the groom to take more control over his own marriage. Women, for their part, generally enjoyed the right to accept or reject marriage proposals, although forced marriages were certainly not unknown (Monyane, 2013) .
In its idealized form, African marriage was thought to unite two family lines rather than two individuals, growing the groom's patrilineage via the reproductive power brought into the family by the bride, in exchange for cattle given the bride's family in a process known across many language groups as lobola 7 (Kuper, 1982) . These cattle were given over time rather than all at once, helping enact another key feature of 'traditional' African marriage, namely that it was an ongoing process of gradually becoming more married rather than an instantaneous, fully binary change in status (Comaroff, 1980 ). Lobola's enactment of this processuality underlined the interfamilial character of African marriage by helping the two families become acquainted and circulating resources between them as the marriage solidified. Meanwhile, lobola cattle received for a bride in turn helped enable her brothers' own marriages, further embedding marriage in extended-family obligations (Kuper, 1982) .
Colonization triggered several new pressures on African marriage, usually tending to push it toward more nuclear models that elevated the spouses' obligations to each other and to their children above obligations to extended kin. These included direct legal interventions into African marriage by the colonial and later the segregationist and apartheid states. These interventions usually attempted to assert the white-controlled state's authority to define the boundaries of legally recognized African marriages, and to draw those boundaries of recognition The general legal trend was thus to push authority over African marriages away from customary structures embedded in local communities and extended kinship networks, and toward state structures administered by the ruling white minority. Importantly, however, this trend was never fully realized. For example, efforts to establish a nationwide state registry of customary unions repeatedly faltered for political reasons (Posel, 1995) . Even more significantly, Africans themselves creatively responded to these regulations, for example by elaborating a new custom of dual weddings that combined Christian white weddings (Erlank, 2014; Mupotsa, 2014) recognized under state law-with African ceremonies such as lobola (Mbatha, 1997) .
These legal pressures toward more dyadic models of marriage were reinforced by cultural and ideological shifts. These included the spread of Christian missions promoting more nuclear models of family life built around what scholars have come to call a companionate model of marriage, 'in which the conjugal partnership is privileged over other family ties' and 'emotional closeness' between the spouses was emphasized (Wardlow and Hirsch, 2006) . These missions encouraged women, historically responsible for crop-raising, to instead become homemakers, nurturing their children's Christian socialization and tending to husbands worn down by wage work outside the home (Meintjes, 1990) . Print media aimed at educated, literate Africans reinforced these more dyadic messages starting in the 1930s, featuring stories and advice columns about romance and marriage (Thomas, 2009 ). Both religion and media remained important conduits for discourses of romantic love throughout the 20 th and into the 21 st century.
Perhaps the most consequential-and contradictory-pressures on African marriage came from wrenching political economic transformations that both undermined the material basis of extended-family models of kinship and intensified the need for economic support. For example, the introduction of wage labor after the colonial-era discovery of gold and diamond deposits opened a way for younger men to amass their own lobola without their fathers' assistance (Hunter, 2009) . Meanwhile, racist land policies displaced Africans from the best farmland in favor of white farmers, weakening the capacity of large African families to support themselves through agriculture and cattle-raising (Beinart et al., 1986; McClendon, 2002) . These economic transformations triggered accelerating migration to urban areas, where residential policy and sheer spatial scarcity pushed African families toward more nuclear households (Hickel, 2014) . Meanwhile, migrant labor began to take husbands away from their rural homes toward urban mines for up to eleven months a year. This helped foster new meanings for lobola, which women and their natal families increasingly understood as a kind of test of an intended husband's capacity to earn, save, and send money to the rural home his wife would maintain for the benefit of his family line. Social geographer Mark Hunter (2009 Hunter ( , 2010 ) calls this understanding 'provider love,' as opposed to romantic love, for it located spousal love primarily in acts of material support rather than emotional intimacy.
Industrial employment began to decline in the 1970s, radically undermining the economic basis of these already tenuous practices. Marriage rates have dramatically declined in recent decades, and the African kinship landscape today has become much more fluid (Mhongo and Budlender, 2013; Seekings, 2003) . Both single motherhood and multi-generational households are widespread. In place of marriages, many black South Africans today maintain more ambiguously defined romances, often with multiple partners (White, 2017) . The post-apartheid legal framework, meanwhile, has become much more open, extending recognition to customary marriages, whether monogamous or polygynous, with the Recognition of Customary Marriages
Act of 1998 and to same-sex marriages in 2006 (Author, 2015b) . The legal framework continues to privilege marriage, but expanded social grants to children's caretakers have provided a new form of state support especially to single mothers, regardless of marital status (Dubbeld, 2013) .
Contemporary same-sex marriage claims emerge out of and contend with this fluid and anxious landscape marked by the declining occurrence but enduring idealization of marriage (Pauli and Dijk, 2017) , by ambiguously defined relationships (Hunter, 2017; White, 2017) , and by ambivalence over the nature and role of love in conjugal commitments (Hunter, 2010) .
Gender and Sexual Orientation in South African Lesbian and Gay Identities
These new claims are not the first same-sex marriages to occur in South Africa, however.
There is a long history of same-sex sexuality and coupling, including marriage, in black southern
African communities, much of it unfolding outside the rubric of lesbian and gay identity while fitting into then-prevailing understandings of African kinship. For example, in some communities a wealthy or high-status female husband could take a wife or wives (e.g., Gluckman, 1950; Wieringa, 2005) . Like her male counterparts, the female husband married to extend her patrilineage, either by bearing children by men she chose or by deputizing a man to impregnate her wife. The husband of South Africa's most famous woman-woman marriage is the Rain Queen, or Modjadji, of the tshiVenda-speaking Lovedu in the country's northeast (Krige, 1974) . Another example involving actual same-sex sex occurred between older and younger male mineworkers (Achmat, 1993; Moodie, 1988; Niehaus, 2002) . Beginning as early as 1885 in the diamond-rush city of Kimberley (known in the Sesotho language as Sotoma-i.e., Sodom), the practice has been conclusively documented around Johannesburg from the 1910s through the 1980s (Epprecht, 2004) . 8 The younger partner in these marriages played the wife's role in sexual and domestic activities in return for food, money, and gifts. Mine marriages were temporary, quite unlike conventional African marriages, but they shared with conventional marriages similarly gendered roles and, more generally, institutionalized and enforceable expectations. A final important example of same-sex marriage occurs among sangomas, or traditional healers (Nkabinde, 2008; Nkabinde and Morgan, 2005; Reid, 2013) . Ideally, sangomas are called to the profession by deceased ancestors who 'provide [them] with the gift of healing and the ability to predict what will happen in the future' (Nkabinde and Morgan, 2005: 234) . When the ancestor and the sangoma are of different sexes, this produces atypical yet easily understood gender presentations that can include same-sex coupling and even same-sex marriage, when the ancestor calls on the sangoma to marry an assistant on the ancestor's behalf. This is the most persistent of the three examples, and LGBTI-identified sangomas are common today (Nkabinde, 2008; Reid, 2013) .
In different ways, each of these three older forms of same-sex marriage sharply distinguishes the gender roles of the two partners, and this emphasis on gender differentiation recurs frequently in research on black South African same-sex sexuality up through the present day (see Matebeni, 2011; Swarr and Nagar, 2004) . When identification with the terms 'gay' and 'lesbian' became more common in the latter half of the twentieth century, it tended to follow the lines of this existing logic, at least initially. For example, anthropologist Graeme Reid (2013) found that his participants in small towns in the early 2000s used the term 'gay' more or less interchangeably with the term 'lady,' 9 which had circulated as far back as the 1970s. They applied both terms to people who occupied bodies sexed as male while performing their genders in ways typically understood as feminine. Gays/ladies often maintained romantic and sexual relationships with one or more boyfriends, whom they called gents and usually understood as straight. Gays themselves, meanwhile, were seen by their communities as like women and incorporated into women's roles. They wore women's uniforms to church and sang with the women's choir, styled themselves and others with carefully chosen clothing and intricate hairdos, organized and entered beauty pageants, performed women's chores, played women's sports, and suffered women's vulnerabilities to violence and control by gents. As all this suggests, ladies enjoyed a much higher degree of family and community integration than stereotypes of African homophobia would suggest. Some were even seen as 'celebrities.' While many also suffered, their suffering often took forms that closely tracked that endured by women generally. Reid argues that this relatively high social integration reflected the ways gendered models of 'gay' fit 'within an existing sex/gender system' (Reid, 2013: 173) , an argument I extend here to the existing-if, as emphasized in the previous section, dynamic and contested-African kinship system with which the sex/gender system was mutually constituted. For example, many ladies in Reid's research were legible as girlfriends, occupying a similar if subsidiary position to conventionally gendered girlfriends within shared local relational landscapes dominated by multiple partnerships, as described in Hunter's work above.
Such sharply gendered performances remain important to the ways many black South
Africans understand lesbian and gay identity today, but a different notion of gay and lesbian identity framed around sexual object choice began to circulate more widely after apartheid. This understanding distinguishes sexual orientation from gender identity, defining as gay or lesbian those who desire or have same-sex sex, regardless of their gender performance. This notion vividly appeared in Reid's fieldwork in a workshop he attended entitled 'How to Be a Real Gay,'
led by a local gay with experience volunteering for Johannesburg-based LGBTI NGOs (Reid, 2006 (Reid, , 2013 . The workshop leader carefully distinguished '"the true meaning of 'gay' and 'lesbian'"' from terms such as 'transgender' and 'transvestite,' and worried that local gays were accepted not as gays but as women (Reid, 2013: 161) . Held just before the country's third democratic elections in 2004, this workshop was an outgrowth of the substantial organized
LGBTI activism that followed South Africa's world-leading constitutional protection for 'sexual orientation' (Currier, 2012) . As legal scholar Pierre de Vos (2001: 196) LGBT 10 participants of other races, framed boyfriend, girlfriend, and marriage relationships as spaces-in ideal if not fact-of mutual emotional support, intimate selfknowledge, and trust. For example, Pretty Sithole, a self-described femme lesbian in her 20s, told me how she had come to understand her current partner and, through that, herself better.
When they met, Pretty said, 'I was having a self-discovery situation. I didn't know who I am, in a way….I couldn't stand myself, particularly, you know?' 11 Her new girlfriend helped her work through these emotional struggles.
She put up with a lot from me because, one thing she was so wisely. She just chose to stay with me at home. I didn't ask her to come live with me or whatever. She just saw the pain and anger that I was with, you know? Because she's a social worker, I think. So I think she's good on seeing emotions or emotional whatever of people. Pretty framed her relationship with her girlfriend as a unique space for emotional labor and selfdiscovery, their intimate interaction enabling her girlfriend to observe Pretty closely and see emotions that she did not fully recognize herself.
This emphasis on romantic love also manifests, as it does for many heterosexual black South Africans, in anxieties about the proper relationship of romantic love to material support and exchange. For example, in the same interview Pretty's friend Nomandla Msibi repeatedly asked me how to recognize true love. She worried her occasional feelings of love for a woman to whom she had proposed marriage were really gratitude for the material support her 'wife' 12 gave
her and her family.
[S]he used to give me money to buy food at home…for my sisters. Maybe sometimes that is why I love her because, we are four sisters, no one will Both Pretty and Nomandla saw romantic love as a crucial element of their same-sex relationships, a concern their heterosexual counterparts today widely share but that black South
Africans several generations earlier would have found less important. Same-sex marriage claims crystallize this association between romantic love and sexual orientation models of lesbian and gay identity. While not all my lesbian-and gay-identified participants desired marriage, 14 virtually all desired romantic love, and none could imagine such love in a different-sex marriage.
Those who hoped to marry primarily imagined marriage in companionate terms. For example, Sakhile Dlamini, a nursing student in his 20s, relied on such understandings as he told me the dramatically romantic story of his engagement. It was New Year's Eve, and some friends were sharing words of prayer and thanks as midnight approached. His boyfriend stepped forward. represented to many the fullest expression of this desire.
Same-Sex Marriage Claims and Broader Contemporary Struggles Around African Marriage
In this way romantic love, having generally become more influential across decades of struggle over African marriage, helped foster desires for same-sex marriage among many of my participants. It also tended to foster a sense of their claims' legitimacy, even in the face of opposition. Sakhile, for example, 'brushed…away' his paternal uncles when they rebuked his engagement and shouted at him, '"Uyindoda, wena! You're a man!"' For Sakhile, these men had no authority over what was his decision alone, even if they were his father's brothers. 'I'm my own person…. I'm not gonna be willing to let them push me…around like that.'
Sakhile's story nonetheless shows that same-sex marriage claims do often meet objection.
Such objections can be more difficult to brush away when they come from parents. Marriage, however, was a much more 'sensitive subject… Just not long ago, two weeks ago I went and spoke to her about marriage, but there she's not ready. She's not willing to understand.'
Although her mom lived several hundred kilometers away in Lebo's hometown, Lebo suspected that she worried about 'losing' Lebo to marriage, to a new set of obligations that would attenuate their own connection. She hoped she could eventually secure her mother's assent, and intended to try again before moving forward. 'Marriage is about bringing two families together,' she told me. On the other hand, she also believed that it was God's will that she marry her partner, and that it would be wrong in the end to let her mom prevent it.
Sakhile and Lebo adopted different strategies in response to their elders' objections, but neither abandoned their claims. Like their heterosexual counterparts, they struggled with natal elders over their marital desires, and like their heterosexual counterparts these struggles turned in part on gender roles and intergenerational relations. While homophobia and heterosexism touch both stories, both also share much in common with the marital struggles of their heterosexual counterparts.
Meanwhile, it is perhaps Nomandla, introduced above, whose struggle most closely resembles contemporary black South African marital struggles more broadly. Both depending on her sister and her sister's children and helping support them, Nomandla simultaneously accepted her wife's material help and worried this acceptance indicated the absence of what she called 'true love.' Nomandla's worry was not whether to pursue a same-sex marriage, nor whether it would be accepted. It was how to balance the various forms of work-both emotional and material-expected of marriage by many contemporary black South Africans amid a context of economic strife and ideological contestation. Little wonder that her 'wife' was a wife not through the formal practices of state law nor even the socially recognized cultural practice of lobola, but through the ambiguous daily acts of recognition, constantly negotiated and renegotiated, that characterize most young black South Africans' conjugal lives today (White, 2017) .
Conclusion
Sakhile's, Lebo's, and Nomandla's stories each involve an element of homophobia, but that homophobia is 'African' only in the sense that it emerges out of a particular set of South African histories that have imbued contemporary battles over same-sex marriage with particular stakes. Across a great deal of complexity, these histories have been most fundamentally structured around an enduring tension between extended-family and dyadic understandings of African marriage. The reach of dyadic understandings and the associated ideal of romantic love makes marriage a desired goal for many lesbian and gay South Africans, just as it is a key motivation for many heterosexual Africans who wish to marry today. That same-sex marriage claims are not always accepted by families of origin and others, meanwhile, reflects in part the continued power of more extended-family understandings of marriage, which tend to frame marriage as a mechanism for circulating material resources within and across families and extending kinship lines forward in time rather than for building an emotionally supportive, dyadic relationship.
While heterosexual Africans do not have to contend with homophobia specifically, they, too, often find themselves struggling with elders over the terms of their marriages, and to find the right balance between material security and emotional support in their conjugal relations. For lesbian, gay, and heterosexual black South Africans, these struggles produce a range of outcomes, from recognized marriage to no conjugal relations at all, with a full spectrum of more ambiguous arrangements in between (Hunter, 2017; White, 2017 
